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100mm dia upvc surface water drain laid at a
min gradient of 1:80 in 5-10mm pea gravel.
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Garage

100mm dia pvc gutter
fixed back to fascia with
brackets at 600mm max
centres.

100mm dia pvc gutter
fixed back to fascia with
brackets at 600mm max
centres.

Roof to be finished with
Marley edgemere smooth
grey interlocking tiles
(slate effect).

Garage floor formed using 100mm thick RC35
slab with layer of A142 mesh at 50mm bottom
cover all to structural engineers details on top
of DPM on 50mm sand blinding on layers of
hardcore not exceeding 150mm.

Garage roof to be finished with interlocking
concrete roof tiles to match house on 38x25mm
w/w tile battens on 38x12mm w/w off saw
counter battens on Protect A1 roofing underlay.
Underlay fixed to top of 9mm thick OSB. OSB
fixed directly on top of pre-fabricated roof
trusses.

Foundations to have
a min 450mm frost
cover.

DPC minimum of
150mm above
external ground
level.

Walls finished with
K-Rend to match
house.
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High and low level garage
vents fitted as shown

providing at least 1/3000th of
the floor area they serve. Low

level vent located no more
than 600mm above finished

floor level.

High and low level garage
vents fitted as shown

providing at least 1/3000th of
the floor area they serve. Low

level vent located no more
than 600mm above finished

floor level.

Hormann or equal and
approved roller garage
door -
2250(h)x4500(w)mm.

Garage door frames fitted
behind opening as shown.

Garage
Garage floor laid to fall from
back to front by 50mm.

Garage is not heated.
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230 x 195mm 'I' beam

Loft hatch and ladder to be
fitted to provide access to
storage loft. Exact location of
hatch to be agreed with client.

Storage loft

Loft floored with 22mm chipboard.

Blockwork walls to be
finished with K-Rend -
colour to match house.

Blockwork walls to be
finished with K-Rend -
colour to match house.
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100mm diam pvc high flow gutters
with brackets  at 600mm centres.

21
00

100mm diam pvc high flow gutters
with brackets  at 600mm centres.

Roof finished with interlocking

Lindab guttering and rainwater

EXTERNAL FINISHES

downpipes - colour TBA.

concrete roof tiles by Marley.

Light grey K-Rend render to walls.

Dark grey PVC windows, doors,
fascias & soffits.

Proposed development
at Dyke,
Moray for
Excel Scotland
Garage proposals
1:50 @ A1
CAD-047-144
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Drawings to be read in conjunction with
Cameron & Ross drawings ref A/170849.
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